An Analysis of Severe Coal Mine Trauma Curing According to 144 Examples
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Abstract:
Introduction: improve the level of curing severe coal mine trauma patients, find out the regulations and deficiencies of coal mine severe trauma treatment Method: summarize and analyze 144 case data of severe coal mine trauma patients from 5 hospitals in Liupanshui City from March 2014 to March 2017 Result: 144 severe coal mine trauma patients are all males and their average age is 40.92 years old. Most of them hospitalize in the ICU (admission from April to June, about 29.17%) while fewest of them (admission from July to September, about 17.26%). Most patients hospitalize in the ICU about 0.85 days after the severe coal mine trauma happens and the average treatment time of ICU is 15.15 days. Patient source comes most from the people of emergency (94.44%), fewest from the people who transferred after experienced treatment in other hospital. The average score of SOFA evaluation is 4.1 while the average score in APACHE II evaluation is 16.2. Most kind of work which trauma takes place easily is coal mining (74.31%); other jobs which trauma also happens are driving (7.64%), ventilation (8.33%), transportation (6.94%), electromechanics (1.39%). The main reason of trauma is roof failure (41.67%), and there’re other reasons like harvesters extrusion (36.11%), falling (7.64%), electromechanics explosion (7.64%), high gas (5.56%). The main hurt organs are craniocerebral, lung, abdomen, limbs, centrum, maxillofacial. The implementation rate of tertiary rescue is 79.86%. Finally, 135 people survive after treatment while 9 people die. Conclusion: The treatment of severe coal mine trauma has its own regulation and characteristic, attaching high importance to the coal mine security, tertiary rescue and trauma curing is benefit to improve the success rate of curing severe coal mine trauma.
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1. Data and Information

General data: This subject collect 144 case data from March 2014 to March 2017. They’re all males from 28 years old to 54 years old, while the average age is 40.92 years old. Admission in ICU: 38 cases from January to March, 42 cases from April to June, 25 cases from July to September, 39 cases from October to December. Most patients hospitalize in the ICU about 0.85 days after the severe coal mine trauma happens and the average treatment time of ICU is 15.15 days. Patient source: 136 cases of emergency, 6 cases of inside transferring, 2 cases of transferring after experienced treatment in other hospital. The average score of SOFA is 4.1 while the average score in APACHE II is 16.2. Kind of work with trauma: 136 cases of coal mining, 12 cases of driving, 2
cases of electromechanics, 10 cases of transportation, 11 cases of ventilation, 2 cases of other works. Reasons of trauma: 60 cases of roof failure, 52 cases of harvesters extrusion, 11 cases of falling, 11 cases of electromechanics explosion, 8 cases of high gas, 2 cases of other situation. Main hurt organs: 58 cases of craniocerebral, 29 cases of lung, 10 cases of abdomen, 23 cases of limbs, 22 cases of centrum, 2 cases of maxillofacial. People who accept tertiary rescue is 115.

Method: 5 state-owned hospitals in the coal mine production area in Liupanshui City provide the original data, and all the patients will be mainly treated by the ICU. We adopt APACHE II evaluation and SOFA evaluation as the trauma judgment standard. The tertiary rescue standard adopts the General hospital- mine hospital- wellhead/downhole rescue system. We will do retrospective analysis about the patient’s age, trauma rescue time, treatment source, type of work, main trauma reason, main hurt organ, implementation rate of tertiary rescue and final outcome.

Statistics: We adopt SPSS 17.0 software to do statistic analysis, we will use the measurement data to do the Student’s t test, if the p value is below 0.05, these data will be significant.

2. Findings

135 people survive (including 106 people who are cured by tertiary rescue), 9 people die. The contrast of treatment between the survivors and deaths from severe coal mine trauma and the deaths is shown in the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.</th>
<th>The contrast of treatment between the survivors and deaths from severe coal mine trauma and the deaths.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Age/years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivors</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>40.02-40.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.27-45.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PS: Comparing with the deaths, the p value is below 0.01.

3. Discussion

The Liupanshui City’s every governments pay high attention to the coal production security. During the twelfth Five-Year period, the whole city has invested to build a “safe cloud” data monitoring system and improve the wellhead and downhole telecommunication and monitoring system whose core is a safety production scheduling command center which includes positioning, video monitoring, gas and carbon monoxide on-time monitoring; besides, these systems can monitor all the 209 mining production in the whole city online. Liupanshui District’s water mine and the Panjiang mine secure team all provide resource to the country-level rescue team, which means they will support the team when rescuing the coal mine patients and operating the tertiary rescue standard at the first time. Therefore, the saving rate can up to 79.86%. Since 2008, ICU has been independent as a secondary discipline, therefore it brings convenience for Liupanshui City’s severe coal mine trauma patients can be rescued intensively in every coal mine hospitals and the success rate of this treatment can achieve 93.75%. During the twelfth Five-Year period, the death rate of whole city’s billion GDP project is 4% and the number is lower than the national level and the provincial level [1]. In the recent 3 years, few disaster, death and gas explosion take place in Liupanshui City’s coal mine trauma, but most are roof failure, harvesters extrusion and falling and they’re obviously not same as the country investigation about gas explosion and high gas [2].

Liupanshui City is an important base for national plan of “West to Eat Power Transmission Project”, most of them are thermal power. Each year’s flood season peak of the Three Gorges’s hydroelectric generation and the demand of thermal power is fewer. The driving task is slower and the workload is less; that’s why from July to September, the trauma happens the fewest all the year round. However, middle-aged miners are special workers for their knowledge and social fitness abilities are not very well, so they have to driving mine and that’s why severe coal mine trauma patients’ average age is 40.92 years old and those people have high risks.

Cranioencephal injury happens most in the severe coal mine trauma and our conclusion is as the same as peers’ [2]. because of the speciality of coal driving environment, cranioencephal injury happens easily. At that time, the impact force is very high and the wounded area is large; chronic axonal injury, generalized cerebral contusion and delayed intracranial hematoma are the characteristics of severe coal mine trauma. When the cranioencephal is injured, the cranioencephal reflection keeps decreasing, the GCS becomes lower and predicts patients can die in a short time [3]. For severe coal mine trauma patients, cerebral compression should be removed as soon as possible, which means in the early time, open your cranioencephal and clean the intracranial hematoma, all this should be done in “one golden hour”. during the treatment, vital signs, changes on pupils and CT review should be the focus. Due to the limitation of coal mine trauma area and coal mine worker’s knowledge, the behaviour of taking injured people to hospital is not very useful; after sending to the hospital, the cranioencephal CT is valued but the neck examination and cervical spine imaging are always ignored which leads to the review. According to the statistics, the rate cranioencephal injury which leads to mislead diagnosis ranges from 2.8%-6.9% [1, 2]; therefore, when rescuing the cranioencephal injuries at the first time to protect the cervical vertebra and avoid diagnosis.

Respiratory system is the secondary damage organ. Miners’ lung injury usually extensive contusion of both lungs, when the gas is high or explodes, the lung will suffer...
from inhalation injury. Sharp knocks on the lung will lead to alveolar rupture, pulmonary hemorrhage, pulmonary edema and emphysema, and pleural effusion [1]; some serious contusion can cause death with the help of hyoxemia and ARDS [4]. In the early period, if patients can antagonize excessive inflammation in the alveoli, restricted fluid volume resuscitation [4], keep airways open and maintain the integrity of the chest gallery; he or she will recover faster. Serious flail chest should be fixed at the early operation. After lung injury, from 48 hours to 72 hours, pulmonary contusion will exudate in a peak, so patients have to pay attention to the CT review of lung and signs. In the early period of pulmonary atelectasis, medical ways are needed to use in clinic. At present, the blood observation can simultaneously observe the change of COHb, and we can judge when and how to use HPO method to treat patients who experience high gas or gas explosion [2].

Restricted by the present situation, our research data can’t explain all the reason of dead people in the coal mine accident, so the findings will be influenced. But Liupanshui City’s severe coal mine trauma has its own regulation and characteristics, the government and enterprises will continue attaching high importance to the coal mine safety, tertiary rescue; to build the ICU medicine as the comprehensive platform for medical rescuing and improve the rate of severe coal mine trauma.
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